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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis is to formulate and solve location optimization model for a mobile 

food vendor to maximize profits. The model suggests dynamic location, based on ser

vice quality decisions ( cuisine, price and other service criteria) from online yelp reviews 

and from geographic and demographic data. A mixed integer programming model is 

developed based on time discretization. During a discrete time period, the food vendor 

can either be stationed at a location generating profit or be moving to another location 

(no profit). Due to the computational limits of the MIP, several heuristic strategies are 

developed. Results demonstrate a case study based from New York City metropolitan 

area. 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Ever since the inception of mobile food vending in 2008, the industry has jumped to 

a $1.2-billion-dollar . In the United States, there are over 4 ,000 food trucks , with a 

steady revenue growth of about 7.9 % annually. The statistics from the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics [2] show that food trucks do not hamper restaurant business , rather cities 

t hat have had higher growth in mobile food truck services have also had quicker growth 

in their restaurant businesses. The annual restaurant industry's revenue sums to $709 

billion, which may make the food truck numbers look less significant. But, when one 

recognizes that there are roughly 4,000 food trucks to about 610 ,000 restaurants , the 

impact of the food trucks become clearly evident. The focus of the thesis is limited to 

food trucks or mobile vending facilities. This will help food trucks or in general service 

facility market entrants to decide the best location for their facility and also how to 

maximize the attraction, t hereby maximizing profits. 

Many cities like Portland, Los Angeles and Austin have made new regulations and 

specific areas with in the city for food trucks business. But many food truck operators 

have been held back by municipal regulation, low volatility of revenue and the distance 
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they must be from the nearest brick-and-mortar restaurants. These trends are changing, 

Parking laws and regulations are developing in many cities to cater the industry 's growth. 

The Yelp data set has been recently analyzed by many researchers in order to get useful 

information from it. Some of the topics that are covered by researchers are forecasting 

future business, and finding nearest places that provide certain activity or service. No 

analysis was done to help or identify the best location for food trucks and the effect 

of bad or good business rating of the surrounding business on a market entrant . For 

example, if you have a bad experience in some business in a certain area, there is a 

possibility that your opinion might affect all the business in that area regardless of the 

business itself, and vice-versa for good experience. 

Many businesses have neighbors within a small geographical distance to their locations. 

More than 44% of businesses have at least a neighbor within the next 20 meters and 

95% of businesses have at least one neighbor within 500 meters from their location. The 

average rating of a business is positively correlated to the rating of its neighbors. 

The weak positive correlation in ratings is independent of the categories of the businesses 

and/ or t heir neighbors.Based on this observation, t hey assumed that a users rating to 

a business is determined by both the intrinsic characteristics of the business and the 

extrinsic characteristics of its geographical neighbors. 

According to IBIS world [1], a market research firm , 55% of the food truck revenues 

come from the street locations and corners and the rest from venues, events , shopping 

malls and industrial/ work sites . There is no significant research that connects location, 

pricing and social networks for service facilities , but there is multiple research done in 

the field of competitive location and Social networks respectively. Therefore, a location 
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or a dynamic location model is essential to ensure economic viability of t he investment 

made and continuous revenue generation. 

1.1 Problem Motivation 

1.1.1 Food Truck Business in 2018 

The food truck industry has grown over the last couple years and is a well performing seg

ments of t he food-service industry. This remarkable and steady rise can be attributable 

to developing customer preferences in favor and need of unique, gourmet cuisine options 

at inexpensive prices. The development of new customer trends has been a boon for 

t he growth in food trucks industry, as customer choose to spend their disposable income 

by indulging in small luxuries such as affordable gourmet food. As a result , industry 

revenue has increased significantly at an annualized rate of 7.3% over the five years prior 

to 2017. 

Food trucks compete directly within t he food-service sector and all the brick-and-mortar 

restaurant have protested against food truck growth. T his has caused the growth to flat 

lined over the past few years . Consumer spending is estimated to strongly grow in t he 

coming five years, increasing at an annual rate of 1.8%. Causing the revenue of the 

industry is expected to grow at 3.0% annually in the next five years and reach $1.1 

billion. 
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1.1.2 Sophisticated consumers 

Consumers are expected to demand higher-quality food, a wider variety of styles and 

tastes, better presentation, and, most importantly, more healthy menu options. Con

sumers are no longer willing to accept t hat choosing to eat street food means sacrificing 

quality or healthy options. Therefore, operators t hat include healthy options on their 

menus will be best situated for success over the coming years . Vendors that continue 

to offer unique food options will also be in a strong position by carving out a niche and 

developing a loyal customer base. These customers will often visit the operators website 

or follow the company via social media to determine when the food truck is at a nearby 

location. It is difficult for vendors with generic and unoriginal food offerings to develop 

t he same devoted customer base. 

The industry will also benefit over the next five years from an increase in the urban 

population, which is expected to comprise 86.3% of t he US population by 2022. The 

industry benefits from agglomeration because it relies on high foot traffic. Additionally, 

urban dwellers are also more likely to purchase meals rather t han cooking at home due 

to their higher-t han-average incomes and limited spare time. Furthermore, gourmet 

food trends are more likely to take hold in cities such as New York, San Francisco 

and Portland, where t he industry is well represented. Other areas of interest include 

Houston, as well as many other cities in which population increases and demographic 

changes are resulting in new and innovative food concepts arising out of mixing cuisines. 

1.1.3 Food truck popularity 

As regulations become more accommodating and t he nations interest in all things gastro

nomic increases , more food truck vendors are expected to enter the industry. However, 
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growth in food truck numbers will be tempered by the increasingly competitive nature 

of the industry, which is approaching maturity. The number of indust ry establishments 

is expected to grow at an annualized rate of 2.1% to 4,499 locations over the five years 

to 2022. This growth will depend on the attitude of municipal authorities, which dictate 

the conditions under which food trucks operate. If municipal authorities ease parking 

restrictions and lower fees , giving the green light to new operators, the industry will 

continue to expand quickly. These new businesses will be able to take advantage of 

growing tourism and growing activity in outdoor concerts , festivals and other events . 

1.1.4 Industry Life Cycle 

The food truck industry is in the growth phase of its life cycle. Although growth has 

tempered slightly over the past two years, revenue is still growing at a much faster rate 

than the broader food-service sector. Food t rucks have fared better than their food-

service counterparts primarily due to the budget-friendly characteristics of their products 

and the rising trend of consumers seeking experimental food concepts. Furthermore, the 

industry continues to evolve and new establishments are still entering the industry with 

new concepts. Over the 10 years to 2022 ,value added by t he industry to GDP, is expected 

to grow at an annual rate of 4.9%. In comparison, GDP is anticipated to grow at an 

annual rate of 2.0% in the same duration. 

As a retail industry, consumer spending and confidence levels have a significant effect on 

demand. With rising per capita disposable income and overall consumer confidence, the 

food truck industry has performed well over the past five years . Food trucks have largely 

been able to retain the interest of their core market by offering new and compelling 

products that attracted a more diverse client base. These offerings include ethnic foods 

and fusions , gourmet foods and other dining options not traditionally associated with 
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street food. Operators have also benefited by selling food at lower prices than traditional 

restaurants. 

In addition, as consumers become increasingly health-conscious, food trucks have re

sponded by expanding the number of healthy food options on their menus. New entrants 

in this industry have sought to meet demand by catering to vegan, vegetarian and other 

consumers with restrictive diets. This has become a cornerstone of many food trucks' 

marketing strategy and enabled them to target a market segment that avoided street 

food in the past. 

The reasons for life cycle 

1. Industry value added is growing at a faster rate than the overall economy 

2. Customers have become very health-conscious 

3. Experimental food concepts have become popular with consumers 

1.2 Thesis Objective 

The objective of this work have been briefly summarized below: 

1. Data: Understand the data from different sources. The yelp data is the major 

source of data , along with the demographic data from NASA. 

2. Model: Develop a Mixed Integer Programming model for the case. The formula

tion is a mixed integer quadratic model, that is solved to maximize the attraction 

function coupled with a penalty. Integration of heuristics to solve the formulation 

faster. 
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F IGURE 1.1 : Life cycle of Food Truck Business [1] 

3. Solution: The final objective of the study was to find efficient solution that gives 

the location that the food truck will be at for each time frame. 

1.3 Approach 

The work proposed is the use of data to solve a routing (dynamic locatin) problem 

of a mobile food vending facility. A gravity based attraction function to determine the 

location of the problem that will not only accommodate for the ratings of the neighbour , 

proximity to customer but also lost demand. T he lost demand will be factored in using 
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dummy facility that will absorb all the demand for t he service facility in a particular 

demand location. By correlating the service facility with existing facility based on the 

price point and t he cuisine. The attraction function is calculated using t he restaurant 

information (e.g. cuisine type, price range number of dollars , 1$ to 4$ , latitude/ longitude 

coordinates) and review ( e.g. number of reviews, average review rating) data. It also 

provides binary information on restaurant attributes such as delivery, credit card option, 

parking service provided in t he Yelp data set challenge [3]. We also used the spatial 

consumer distribution levels, i.e. the demographic information of the population and 

t he proximity to the new facility at grid level[4]. 

The attraction function is evaluated for multiple location and multiple time periods 

for given characteristics of the food vending facility. A mixed integer model is used 

to achieve the routing of the food vending facility. A formulation for maximizing the 

attraction function across all time periods is developed, and heuristics for faster com-

putation by using a time decomposition methodology are also developed. The proposed 

work is evaluated with a case study. For the case study, data from t he New York City 

metropolitan area is utilized. 

1.4 Thesis structure 

Chapter 2 is a comprehensive literature review of the work relevant to this t hesis. Chap

ter 3 presents the attraction function , which represents t he gravity based attraction of a 

location on which the formulation will be modeled. Chapter 4 presents the formulation 

for the location optimization routing problem along with a heuristic approach for faster 

computation. The mixed integer formulation is discussed along with a case study in 
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Chapter , with a focus on special cases depicting real world scenarios. Conclusions and 

future work are presented in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

This chapter surveys the literature we explored in the following areas: 

1. Agglomeration of Competitive Facilities: It is common practice for facilities 

that compete with each other to agglomerate, suggesting the existence of forces 

causing the facilities to locate in clusters. [5]. 

2. Gravity based Attraction Function: To account for variations in facility at

tractiveness, a deterministic utility approach to incorporate attractiveness in the 

competitive location model[6]. 

3. Vehicle Scheduling: A vehicle schedule is a sequence of pickup or delivery points 

together associated with an arrival and departure time. The vehicle must tra

verse the points in the specified times , this makes it a combinatorial optimization 

problem[7]. 

4 . Penalty Function: Penalty values are applied to in feasible individuals so that 

the algorithm would be able to identify the best feasible individuals in the current 

population [8]. 
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2.1 Agglomeration of Competitive Facilities 

Since the Stability and Competition work by Hotelling of Stability in 1929 [9], that 

studied conditions of equilibrium of two facilities in a line, t here has been considerable 

work in the area of locating competitive facilities . The planar work of Hotteling was 

generalized to a network setting by Hakimi [10]. Work in this area was driven by the 

fact that customers are affected by factors like price, service quality and rating, not just 

proximity to the location. 

The unapparent essence of modern strategic competitive location models ( c.f. Drezner 

[6]) is that customers patronize facilities nearer to them, which insinuates that facili

ties are equally attractive and/ or that customers consider only distance while making 

decision. In the case of equally attractive facilities, the area is divided by a Voronoi 

diagram[11] and that demand points in each pgrid are attracted by the same facility, 

which in turn, hints at an all or nothing property of the competition system. That 

means that the aggregate buying power at a given demand point is allocated completely 

to one facility and none to other facilities , unless two or more facilities are equidistant. 

Suzuki then proposed a solution for solving the competition location among multiple 

facility in a plane[12]. 

Clustering of competitive facilities has occurred since markets and bazaars appeared in 

ancient times . Recent examples are food courts in shopping malls, specialized shopping 

centers, lodging, and retail stores. In these examples, a cluster could include stores 

t hat compete against each other, as well as stores that are not in competition. The 

benefits of agglomeration are mainly related to demand, rather than production savings 

or economies of scale, as in the industrial case. 
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Take, for instance, the case of cities. Their present shape is the result of a very long 

dynamic process, in which different forces have been exerted on the facilities. At first, 

people found it convenient to cluster so as to conduct their affairs in one place and 

avoid long and costly travel: proximity fosters interactions between manufacturing firms 

offering jobs and exchanging intermediate goods, commercial facilities offering goods and 

services to people, and people (consumers) looking for jobs, shopping and leisure. This 

is the first sign of agglomeration based on travel costs. In addition to transportation 

costs , the place where agglomeration occurs could be determined by immobile factors 

of production and economies of scale in production. Another issue involves security: 

walled cities resulted from smaller, more compact, places being much easier to defend as 

opposed to drawn-out settlements. Different combinations of these factors cause cities to 

organize around one or more concentrations of employment , production, shopping and 

leisure. The resulting structures are consequence of history and equilibrium between 

centrifugal and centripetal forces. A strong interaction between consumers , firms and 

commercial facilities pushes activities to agglomerate in one Central Business District , 

to take advantage of economies of scale. 

All the theoretical models explained above, are closely related and talk about distance 

from customer and a weighted co-efficient or attraction co-efficient of the facility. There 

is no significant mathematical modelling for the weighted co-efficient and they do not 

account for demand lost. There is much less work on real world mathematical modelling 

on incorporating and usage of type of competition. 

There are also a number of drawbacks to clustering, the first such drawback is the conges

tion that clustering inevitably generates, and with it longer travel times for customers. 
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FIGURE 2.1 : Types of Competition 

This effect will undoubtedly decrease the attractiveness of agglomerations. Price com

petition is another effect that typically causes facilities to disperse. As a matter of fact, 

some contracts (e.g., those for tenants in malls) deliberate specify that no other facility 

that offers similar products can be in the direct vicinity of a tenant. This is an attempt 

to increase customers travel costs and thus lower the level of price competition that 

exists when comparison shopping is used. 

2.2 Gravity Based Attraction Function 

A gravity attraction formula was initially proposed by Riley [13] based on the distance 

and the population. Huff [14] used Rileys gravity formulation for shopping centers and 

he postulated that facilities are not restricted by the area and that other stores within 

reach are also being patronized in a probabilistic manner. 

The proximity assumption is apropos for more large scale planning, when demand is to 

be allocated to the facilities or for public facilities, when the price point plays a vital 

role and cheaper facility will always be favoured . Proximity may not necessarily be 

favoured, when customers select facilities to patronize on their own. Hence, there are 

several deficiencies with the proximity approach: 

1. Changing the location of a facilities by a small distance may unmitigatedly relocate 

the total demand at a demand point from one facility t o the other. This is because 

a facility attracts all or nothing of the buying power at a demand point. 
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2. Using distance is the only criteria for facility patronage, customer will negelect the 

different attractiveness levels for facilities. Different facilities have different levels 

of attractiveness to consumers, and consumers are willing to travel to a farther 

but more attractive facility. 

3. Consumers do not physically calculate or measure the distance when choosing the 

facility to patronize. They select the facility that they perceive to be the closest 

to them. Different customers may also perceive distances differently. 

When facilities don 't have equally attractiveness , the proximity approach for customer 

preference of facilities is no longer valid. A deterministic approach in competitive lo

cation was used by Drezner, to take into account changes in attractiveness of a facility 

[15], the incorporation of attractiveness was also suggested by Hodgon[16]. In the de

terministic attractiveness approach, all customers at the same demand point apply the 

same attractiveness to a a facility. The assumption stated can be relaxed by dividing 

the customers at each demand location into multiple categories, such as income, age, 

etc. Relaxing the proximity assumption in a way is an extension of the Hotellings [4]. 

The distance proximity approach is a subgroup of the discrete attractiveness approach 

where the attractiveness function has only distance as the sole criteria (inverse of the 

distance or negative). Customers make decision to patronize a facility based on factors 

other than distance. Customer generally, through a mental decision matrix process, 

choose the facility with the highest attractiveness, which will meet their satisfaction. 

This choice parameter can be determined by a attractiveness funct ion through which 

customers evaluate facilities weights by their overall aggregate attractiveness. 

The data for these three given parameters are required to operationalize the competition 

models and evaluate the attracted market share for a given facility: 
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• Buying power 

• Facility attractiveness 

• Distance 

Once buying power, distance, and attractiveness are known, the attractiveness of a 

facility can be calculated. At a break-even distance, t he market share of two competing 

facilities is equal if they have similar characteristics. This break-even distance, then 

become the maximum distance a customer is willing to travel to a farther facility based 

on perceived attractiveness and vantage point compared to other facilities. 

2.3 Vehicle Scheduling 

Vehicle Scheduling is the problem of creating a m vehicle routes to minimize the total 

cost of travel starting and ending at the depot , while satisfying some constraints. There 

are many commonly used constraints in the vehicle scheduling problem, here are the 

most commonly used constraints[7]. 

• Capacity constraints: each location li has some demand di and the aggregate 

demand for a route can not exceed given vehicle capacity. In these problems, 

vehicles make pick up or deliver to location, or both. Pick up and delivery problems 

are identical to each other and equivalent from a modeling stand point. 

• Duration constraints: the total t ime period of each route can not exceed a preset 

constant L. 

• Distance Constraint: the total distance of each route can not exceed a preset 

constant D 
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• Time window constraints: each location li must be visited within a given time 

interval or must not stay longer than a time interval 

Many a times, t he complete set of locations that are certainly to be visited is unknown. 

A probabilistic approach is used in such a case, given rise to the stochastic vehicle 

scheduling[ l 7]. This is fundamentally different from deterministic vehicle scheduling in 

many ways. Many fundamental conceptual property in deterministic scheduling are no 

longer valid in the stochastic case as methodologies considerably more intricate. Stochas

tic scheduling problems are often regarded as computationally hard as they combine 

stochastic and integer programming. 

A notion behind the well-studied traveling salesman problem (TSP) [18] is the multiple 

traveling salesman problem (m-TSP) , which consists of determining set of routes form 

salesmen who all start at the depot and come back to t he depot , whilst satisfying some 

constraints . 

The optimum routing of trucks from a given depot to a multiple delivery locations 

may require a selection from a very large number of possible routes[19], if the number 

of delivery location is also large , this may make the problem computationally hard to 

solve. After considering computational aspects of t he problem, an iterative approach 

t hat enables the quick selection of a global optimum or local optimum with in range of 

routes after possible use of a heuristic approach. 

2 .4 Penalty Function 

All optimization problems have constraints , the solution obtained as the final result of it

erative search selection must necessarily be feasible , and definitely satisfy all constraints . 
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Another method is to apply constant penalty to a feasible solutions to those sets of so

lutions which violate feasibility in one way to the other, this penalty can be applied for 

a certain constraint or to the number of constraints violated. The penalized objective 

function would then be the regular objective function with an applied penalty. [8] The 

objective function with the applied penalty function for a case with m constraints would 

then be (for a maximization problem): 

Jp(x) is the objective function with applied penalty, f(x) is the objective function prior 

any penalty and based on no violated constraints, andPj is a constant penalty imposed 

for violating constraint j. This penalty function is based on the quantity of violated 

constraints, and is generally a lower approach to the second approach based on some 

distance metric from the feasible region [20l[21]. 

The more effective and common penalty is in accordance to the feasibility distance, 

or the cost-to-completion as termed by Richardson[20], this approach would use a dis

tance metric for each constraint , and adds some penalty which increases as the with the 

distance from feasibility increases. 

The combination of all these papers lead to the location of the mobile service facility, 

and thereby have the maximum attraction based on the pricing and movement. The 

questions that remain unanswered are how will the monopolist approach in the optimal 

pricing paper [22] and it can be converted to a competitive location model. 
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Chapter 3 

Attraction Function 

The proposed method consists of maximizing the profits for the mobile food vending 

facility, taking into consideration various design decisions that are essential part of the 

food truck experience, like the price point , cuisine, take-out , and credit card acceptance. 

The design variables would then be used to define the attraction function based on other 

variable such as the rating of other restaurants , demand in the area and buying power 

of the cuisine. This data can be used to determine the best location in order to optimize 

the demand attraction, and then have the mobile food vendor move as the demand 

changes during different time periods in the day. To estimate the total capture of the 

food truck, the customers likelihood of buying are estimated for each category, and these 

values are then aggregated. The geographic area is divided into grids, and the attraction 

function for each grid is evaluated by considering the restaurants and customer demand 

in the grid and the nearby grids. The further the grid the lower the effect it has on the 

attraction function , thereby lowering the effect of both the restaurants and customer 

demographics. The following parameters are required to evaluate the attraction function 

of the the corresponding grid: 
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• Buying power: Buying power of a demand location or the purchasing power, is 

calculated using t he geographic, demographic and socioeconomic data of the pop-

ulation in the demand location. 

• Attractiveness levels: The attractiveness of a facility is assessed by incorporating 

multiple criteria. The attractiveness of a facility is an index of the characteristics 

of t he service facility. Based on t he importance and weight assigned to t hese char-

acteristics will determine t he patronizing facility of t he customer's selective set of 

each location grid . Huff [23] used floor area as characteristics to evaluate attrac-

tiveness of shopping malls. Nakanishi and Cooper [24] proposed a coefficient which 

is a product of various attraction characteristics. Commonly used attractiveness 

components of restaurants are: (1) cuisine, (2) rating, (3) price point. 

• Distance: The distance between two location, t hat maybe distance to facility, 

distance between competing facilit ies or distance between to demand locations. 

The spatial distance approach generally introduces a bias to t he optimally of the 

objective function; thus , a global optimum cannot be alwasy guaranteed. [25]. 

The attraction function would reflect the potential to attract customer, which is directly 

proportional to the profits earned. T he attraction function inspired by the attraction 

function Saurez- Veaga et al [26] is used to analyze in detail the attraction. 

Where, 

i is t he index for t he grid attraction is to be calculated, 

g is t he index for all the grids , 
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Wgc is the buying power of cuisine c at grid g, 

R is the rating of mobile food vending facility in question, 

dig is the factor inversely proportional to the distance between the grid g to grid i, 

Rk is the rating for other restaurants in the area, 

and LDc is the variable that accounts for lost demand. 

Wgc is computed by using the SEDAC demographic data. This demographic information 

is based on age group and their income levels are scaled on a normalized rate. The age 

groups and income levels are each categorized into four levels. For example, a population 

belonging to the age group 21-35 and income levels between 40k-85k are the most likely 

to incur expenditure on food and beverages, as the expendable income increases for 

eating away from home contributing to t hat increase in year over year expenditures. 

The rating scale are developed according to the Food Institute 's analysis of the United 

States Department of Agricultures food expenditure data from 2014. [27]. 

Wgc = Cp LLL P91aSla 
g l a 

Where, 

Cp is the popularity co-efficient of cuisine, 

P91a is the population size in grid g, belonging to income level l and age group a, 

and S1a is t he normalized scale of income level l and age group a. 
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3 .1 Lost D emand 

Most coverage based gravitational attraction models do not account for customers will 

not come to any of the food facilities, hence giving rise to what Drezner and Drezner 

[28] termed as lost demand. Then, LDc denotes the vector of lost demand parameter 

for different categories and simulates the attraction of a dummy facility that captures 

the demand from the customer who do not perceive enough attraction from the existing 

facilities. We consider two potential sources of lost demand: (i) demand lost due to 

insufficient coverage; and (ii) demand lost due to congestion. Demand loss due to insuf

ficient coverage arises when a facility is located too far away from customer locations. 

The amount of demand lost is modeled as an increasing function of the travel distance. 

The second source of lost demand arises when the queue at a facility becomes too long. 

The attraction facility can be computed for all the possible location on the map i.e. 

streets that the food truck can go to. The attraction facility described, thereby depends 

on the facilities nearby and also on the demand in the area. 
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Chapter 4 

Formulation and Model 

The routing of the food truck is a multi-period and a mutli-nodal vehicle routing problem, 

as the food truck moves from location to location in different time periods. The routing 

of the food trucks to a node or location is determined by the level of attraction, that is 

given by the attraction function. We discretize time, and in each discrete time period 

the food truck is either at a location selling food to customers or is traveling from 

one location to another. Our modeling approach requires that the travel time between 

locations be measured in discrete units . 

4 .1 Formulation 

A mixed integer program was developed that maximizes the attraction of the mobile 

facility across multiple nodes and multiple time periods. A penalty is incorporated in the 

objective function, to penalize the facility from moving to another node, as movement of 

the facility doesn't accrue any monetary value. The integer program has distnace (time) 

constraints and constraints for staring and ending at a hub, i.e. the mobile facility at 
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the first time period st art at the hub and has to return to its hub , even though the 

hub has a null attraction level. The formulation that will be used for t he rout ing of t he 

facility is as follows : 

Subjected to : 

L~l Xit = 1 (1) 
K K K K 
L a iXi ,t- l - L a iXi ,t + L biXi ,t- l - L biXi ,t '.S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (2) 
i= l i= l i=l i= l 
K K K K 
L a iXi ,t - L a iXi ,t- l + L biXi ,t- l - L biXi ,t '.S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (3) 
i= l i= l i= l i= l 
K K K K 
L a iXi ,t- l - L a iXi ,t + L bixi ,t - L bixi,t- l '.S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (4) 
i= l i= l i= l i=l 
K K K K 
L a iXi ,t- l - L a iXi ,t + L bixi ,t- l - L bixi ,t- l '.S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (5) 
i= l i= l i= l i= l 

Xn = 1 (6) 

X lT = l (7) 

Xit E {0, l} fort E ( 1, 2, ... T) & i E ( 1, 2, ... K ) (8) 

The objective function is used to maximize the attraction of t he facility across, and 

charge a penalty a when t he facility moves . The problem was init ially modeled as 

a quadratic problem , which was linearized by int roducing anot her variable Yit in t he 

formulation. 

Constraint (1) states t hat the facility can only be at exactly one location in every dis-

crete t ime period. 

Constraints (2)-(5) are t he distance constraints stating t hat it cannot move beyond a 

distance /3 

Constraints (6) - (7) force the facility t o start at Hub and end at hub at t ime periods 1 

and T respectively. 
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Constraint (8) is the binary constraint, which states that the facility is either at location 

i or not . 

4.1.1 Linearized Formulation 

As a quadratic objective function problem cannot be solved by the Gurobi optimization 

solver, the need to linearize t he problem's objective function. The variables Xit and Xjt 

are binary, which makes the linearization of the objective function easy, by introducing 

another variable Yit to the formulation. 

K T K T 

Maximize : L L FitXit- L L FitYitO: 
i= l t=l i= l t=l 

Subjected to : 

Y it = XitXjt fort E ( 1, 2, ... T) for i E ( 1, 2, ... K) for j E ( 1, 2, ... K)-/= i (2) 

K K K K 
L aiXi ,t-1 - L aiXi ,t + L biXi ,t- 1 - L biXi ,t '.S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (3) 
i= l i= l i= l i= l 
K K K K 
L aiXi ,t - L aiXi ,t-1 + L bixi ,t- 1 - L bixi ,t '.S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (4) 
i= l i= l i= l i= l 
K K K K 
L aiXi ,t-1 - L aiXi ,t + L bixi ,t - L bixi ,t-1 '.S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (5) 
i= l i=l i= l i=l 
K K K K 
L aiXi ,t-1 - L aiXi ,t + L biXi ,t-1 - L biXi ,t-1 '.S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (6) 
i= l i=l i= l i= l 

X 11 = 1 (7) 

X 1T = 1 (8) 

Xit E {0, l} fort E ( 1, 2, ... T) & i E ( 1, 2, ... K) (9) 

Addition of constraint (2) makes sure that the formulation is linear and is also binary. 
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4.2 Heuristic Approach 

4.2.1 Approach 1 

To speed the computation of the food t ruck rout ing model, a heuristic can be applied. 

The heuristic is used for faster computation, achieved by using the solution achieved 

from the original formulation coupled with a time constraint. The original formulation 

is executed using the Gurobi Solver, and clocked with an 1800 second timer. The sub-

optimal solution obtained after the time limit is output and t he locations for the time 

periods 8, 16, 24 and 34 are noted and used as input to t he heurist ic. 

K T K T 

Maximize: I: I: F itXit - I: I: F itY itO: 
i= l t= l i= l t= l 

Subjected to : 

Y it = XitXjt fort E ( 1, 2, ... T) for i E ( 1, 2, ... K) for j E ( 1, 2, ... K)-/= i (2) 

K K K K 
I: a iXi ,t-1 - I: aiXi ,t + I: biXi ,t-1 - I: biXi ,t '.S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (3) 
i= l i= l i= l i= l 
K K K K 
I: aiXi ,t - I: aiXi ,t-1 + I: biXi ,t- 1 - I: biXi ,t '.S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (4) 
i= l i= l i= l i= l 
K K K K 
I: a iXi ,t-1 - I: a iXi ,t + I: biXi ,t - I: biXi ,t-1 :S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (5) 
i= l i= l i=l i =l 
K K K K 
I: a iXi ,t-1 - I: a iXi ,t + I: bixi ,t- 1 - I: bixi ,t-1 :S /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (6) 
i= l i= l i= l i=l 

X lp = l for p E ( 8, 16, 24 , 34) (7) 

x n = 1 (8) 

X lT = 1 (9) 

Xit E {0 , l} fort E ( 1, 2, ... T) & i E ( 1, 2, ... K) (10) 
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Constraint (7) forces t he program to find a solut ion t hat has t he pre-computed locations. 

p is t he t ime periods t hat are selected and l is t he locations for which t he X lp = l in t he 

original solut ion. 

T he heuristic applied forces the algorithm to select t he four locations wit h t he highest 

attraction function. T he original algorithm is first computed with t he t imer of 1800 

seconds, the out put from t he results is used to compute the ent ire algorithm. 

4.2.2 Approach 2 

K T K T 

Maximize : L L F it Xit9it - L L F itYit9it O: 
i = l t= l i = l t= l 

k T 

Maximize : L L F it9it 
i = l t= l 

Subjected to : 

I:~ 1 Xi t = 1 fort E ( 1, 2, ... T) (1) 

L ~ l 9 i t ~ 1 fort E ( 1, 2, ... T) (2) 

Yit = Xit X jt fort E ( 1, 2, ... T) for i E ( 1, 2, ... K ) for j E ( 1, 2, ... K )-=/= i (3) 

L ~ l L i= l 9 it = 4 (4) 
K K K K 
L a iXi ,t- 1 - L a iXi ,t + L biXi ,t- 1 - L biXi ,t ~ /3 f or t E ( 2, ... T) (5) 
i = l i = l i = l i = l 
K K K K 
L ai Xi ,t - L a iXi ,t- 1 + L biXi ,t - 1 - L biXi ,t ~ /3 f or t E ( 2, ... T) (6) 
i=l i= l i = l i= l 
K K K K 
L a iXi ,t- 1 - L a iXi ,t + L biXi ,t - L biXi ,t- 1 ~ /3 f or t E ( 2, ... T) (7) 
i = l i = l i = l i = l 
K K K K 
L a iXi ,t-1 - L a iXi ,t + L bixi ,t- 1 - L bi x i ,t- 1 ~ /3 fort E ( 2, ... T) (8) 
i=l i=l i = l i = l 

X 11 = 1 (9) 

X l T = 1 (10) 

Xit E {0, 1} fort E ( 1, 2, ... T)&i E ( 1, 2, ... K ) (11) 

9it E {0, 1} fort E ( 1, 2, ... T)&i E ( 1, 2, ... K ) (12) 
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Another approach is the pre-selection of the location with the highest attraction, by 

applying a multi-objective formulation that first finds the top 4 attraction locations and 

then forces the facility to visit the location or nodes. The heuristic applied forces the 

algorithm to select the four locations with the highest attraction function. This pre

selection of the four highest attraction function helps in the case of special events , when 

the mobile facility needs to be routed to locations with a large attraction that may not 

be in the vicinity of the route. In this case the (3 for the distance constraints need to be 

relaxed or removed depending on the case. 
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Chapter 5 

Case Study 

A case study of the New York City metropolitan area is conducted on the attraction 

function and the mixed integer programming model. The Yelp data used for restaurant 

information consists of cuisine type, price range number of dollars , 1$ to 4$ , latitude/ 

longitude coordinates and review (number of reviews , average review rating) . It also 

provides binary information on restaurant attributes such as delivery, credit card op

tion, parking service [3]. We also used the spatial consumer distribution levels , i.e. the 

demographic information of the population and the proximity to the new facility at grid 

level[4], coupled with the United States Department of Agricultures food expenditure 

data from 2014. [27] All of these data are used to evaluate the attraction function. The 

movement of the mobile facility is divided into 42 time periods, where at period 1 and 

42 it has to be at the hub. Each time period is of 15 minutes , thereby having a 10 hour 

operational window for the facility and 500 potential locations. For the case study, the 

mobile food truck has the following characteristics, Cuisine: American , Price range of 

2$ , average review rating: 3, Credit card option. 
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F IGURE 5.1: Case Study Map 

The Figure 5.1 shows the area for which the case study is conducted. The selected area 

was chosen and divided into grids , each about a size of 1 mile square. The area containes 

6,248 restaurants and 500 grids. 

5.1 Case 1 

Case 1 uses the Heuristic Approach 1, and applies a heuristic to solve the routing 

problem. Using the Gurobi solver for 500 location and 42 time periods required 5752.47 

seconds of computation on Intel Core i7 at 2.60 GHz and 8.00 GB installed RAM. 
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5.1.1 Penalty 

The penalty on the attraction for the movement of food trucks in consecutive time period 

was varied to showcase interesting results.- show that changes in the movement of the 

food truck as the penalty is changed. The results from the computation show that the 

increase in penalty decreases the number of stops, while increasing the consecutive time 

periods it stays at the same location. 
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F IGURE 5.2: Food Truck Route with 0.25 Penalty 

The Figure 5.2 shows the location route that is obtained by using heuristic approach 1 

with penalty at 25%. The time required for the computation was 2,154 seconds which 

included the 1800 seconds for the pre-computation to calculate the locations at period 

8, 16, 24 and 32. The blue points represents the hub , which has no attraction, and the 

purple point represents locations that the food truck stays for longer than 6 time periods 
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F IGURE 5.3: Food Truck Route with 0.35 Penalty 

Figure 5.3 shows the route that is obtained by using heuristic approach 1 with t he penalty 

at 35%. The time required for the computation was 2,014 seconds which included the 

1800 seconds for the pre-computation. The increase in penalty has reduced the number 

of stops and increased the periods at which the facility stays at the same location. 

Figure 5.4 shows the location route that is obtained by using the heuristic approach 1 

with penalty at 40%. The time required for the computation was 2,129 seconds which 

included the 1800 seconds for the pre-computation. The increase in penalty has increased 

the periods at which the facility stays at the same location. 

5.1.2 Starting Point 

The starting point of the food truck is changed. This changes the route of the food 

truck, while making the same stops at locations with the highest attractions . 
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F IGURE 5.4: Food Truck Route with 0.40 Penalty 
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F IGURE 5.5 : Food Truck Route with 0.25 Penalty with a Different starting point 
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5.2 Case 2 

Case 2 uses Heuristic Approach 2, where there are special events that the food truck 

vendor wants to attend. Events at two location were used, Madison Square Garden 

and Citi Field. Depending on the case study, a self identified value for the attraction 

function was used at this point. The blue points represent the starting point , the red 

points represent the location with stay shorter than 6 periods , green points represent 

location with stay longer than 6 periods, and purple points represent events. 

5.2.1 Only one Special Event 

In the following examples, special cases with only one event at Madison Square Garden 

is considered. Figure 5.6 shows the food truck route obtained from heuristic approach 
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F IGURE 5.6: Food Truck Route with one event at Madison Square Garden 
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2. There is an event at Madison Square Garden, and this event lasts for 8 time periods, 

from period 4 till period 12. The food truck goes to the event if the attraction at the 

event is more than the loss of attraction while traveling to the event and the sum of 

maximum attraction for all the locations that could have been visited during the stay. 
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F IGURE 5. 7: Food Truck Route with starting point and event at Madison square garden 

Figure 5.7 shows the food truck route obtained from heuristic approach 2. There is an 

event at Madison Square Garden, and this event lasts for 8 time periods, from period 1 

till period 8. The food truck goes to the event if the attraction at event is more than 

or equal the loss of attraction while traveling to the event and the sum of maximum 

attraction for all the location that could have been visited during the stay. This case 

reduces the travel time, as the food truck starts at the event and consequently can visit 

more locations after the event, yielding a larger objective function value. 
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FIGURE 5.8: Food Truck Route when lower attraction at Madison square garden 

The case presented in Figure 5.8 is the opposite to the case in Figure 5.6. In this case 

there is a event at Madison Square Garden, and this event lasts for 8 time periods from 

period 4 till period 12. The food truck does not visit the event at Madison Square 

Garden, as its attraction was less the loss of attraction while traveling to the event and 

the sum of the maximum attraction for all the locations it could visit otherwise. Hence, 

the algorithm decided that the truck skip the event. 

5 .2.2 T wo Special Events 

In the following examples , special cases with two events one at Madison Square Garden 

and the other at Citi Field is considered. This examples were studied to understand the 

algorithm's decision making strengths. 
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F IGURE 5.9: Food Truck Route with very large attraction at Cit i Field 

Figure 5.9 shows t he food t ruck route obtained , when t here are two special events one 

with a much larger attraction level (10x) than t he ot her. The food t ruck will visit 

t he event with t he larger attraction, if t he attraction at event is more t han the loss 

of attraction while traveling to t he event and sum of maximum attractions for all t he 

locations that could have been visited during the stay. It visits t he event that is further 

away only because its attraction is much larger. 

Figure 5.10 shows the food t ruck route obtained , when there are two special events wit h 

an equal attraction level. The food t ruck will visit t he closer of the two events , if t he 

attraction at t he event is more t han the loss of attraction while traveling t o t he event 

and t he sum of maximum attractions for all the locations t hat could have been visited 

during the stay. 

Figure 5.11 shows an extension of the case discussed in Figure 5.9. It shows a case 
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when the attraction at Citi field event is not constant at all time periods. The algorithm 

decided that the food truck should leave t he event early and capitalize on the higher 

attraction at other location while also returning to the hub. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

A mathematical model using a weighted gravity based attraction function (whose param

eters are based on publicly available and free data) was developed for dynamic location 

and routing of a mobile food vending facility. The work provides a basis to route a 

food truck using real data, and offers an interesting twist to facility location and routing 

problems. Clustering of the food truck to locations near other restaurants can be ob

served, as the attraction function is higher in grids with more restaurants . Of particular 

interest are the results obtained from the routing of the facility under various conditions, 

and effect of constraints and gravity based attraction on t he routes . 

T he route depend on the nature of t he facility and is intrinsically dependent on the 

population and its competition in terms of other restaurants . Specifically, we focused 

on food trucks , but the idea can be beneficially to any business t hat can offer mobile 

services. 
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6.2 Future Work 

The work shows mathematical modeling for t he weighted gravity based attraction and 

accounts for demand lost , but there are many aspects of the real world scenario t hat 

were ignored. 

• Competition : The model currently incorporates static competition , whereas in 

t he real world other food trucks will also move. The opening and closing t imes of 

food trucks are also to be evaluated, changing to a dynamic competition model. 

• Parking Traffic : Accurate parking and traffic data can be incorporated to find ex

act locations where the facility can be parked for the duration of the sale. Dynamic 

traffic condition can be evaluated for the time required for movement. 

• Adaptive Penalty : Adaptive penalty t hat changes based on distance and traffic 

condition, instead of a fixed static penalty for a closer to reality scenario. 

• Social Networks: The use of social networks for maximizing the attraction of the 

facility during the routing. this can be done t hrough many social media platforms, 

to generate optimal population reach and timing. 

• Opt imal Pricing strategy : An algorithm will tell the best pricing for the facility to 

maximize its customer base , and also offer discounts and promotion for the spread 

of influence. A optimal pricing strategy can also be employed by a market entrant 

to make service quality decisions. 
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